You can buy components for these projects above. You can mix and match any suitable beads of your choice for these projects.

Making Dangle Earrings "Baubles, Butterflies & Bows" - *NEW display item*
An endless range of combinations.

Product Information
This style earring has endless combinations and you don't need many beads to create unique and interesting designs. Experiment with your beads and make them as simple or as detailed as you like.

The earrings are made up with head pins and eye pins and linked together. Rummage through your collection of beads to make up all sorts of combinations and it's a great way to put those few odd beads into your designs.

Each earring has a combination of different colours and textures which include - faceted beads, metal beads, rondelles, bead caps, charm and crystal drops.

See below for a range of the beads used to create these "Baubles, Butterflies & Bows" earrings. If you have any questions about these earrings please email Lallette - lallette@lallette.com
Making Hoop Charm Earrings - Lady Luck - NEW display item
Combine crystals, facets and acrylic beads if you want something unique

Product Information

Decorate hoops with a combination of beads including acrylic, crystals and facets.

Using hoops presents a new dimension to dangle earrings. Design a cluster of dangling beads and charms of varying lengths, to hang on the hoops using jump
rings.

The beads were assembled with headpins and they were threaded onto the hoop with 6mm jump rings. 8mm rondelles were threaded onto the hoops. Acrylic beads are great to use on earrings because of their light weight.

See below for a selection of beads you can use to create these "Lady Luck" earrings. Please email Lallette if you have any questions about making these earrings. lallette@lallette.com

Making Dangle Earrings "Emerald Rajah"
- *display item*
Mix colour and shape

Product Information
Dangle earrings are quite simple but can look unique by combining interesting shapes and colours.

Use bead caps and rondelles to change the appearance of beads. The earrings were
assembled using three headpins and a pair of ear wires.

See below for a selection of beads you can use to create Emerald Rajah Earrings. Please email Lallette if you have any questions about making these earrings.
lallette@lallette.com